
               

 

                  
All incoming youths must be aware that the precondition to their ultimate acceptance in our camps is them 
being able to provide the proof that they have either been fully vaccinated against Covid-19 or recovered from 
Covid-19 according to the rules on coordination of safe and free movement in the EU: 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/coronavirus-response/safe-covid-19-vaccines-europeans/eu-
digital-covid-certificate_en 
 

COVID-19 ANTI CONTAGION PROTOCOL 
 

1) Campers who have Covid symptoms (fever, cough, etc.) MUST NOT start the trip to Italy and to Lions Youth 
Camp & Exchange Program; 
 

2) only candidates who have undergone the complete vaccination cycle and therefore in possession of a 
“Super Green Pass” (therefore excluding the “Green Pass Base” - obtained from a Covid test) will be accepted 
at Lions Youth Camp & Exchange Program; 
 

3) all Campers, upon their arrival in Italy (Family or Camp) MUST be tested on day of arrival (not necessarily 
at the airport): 
a. if the participant arrives first in the Host Family, the host family must run the Covid test to the participant 
the same day of his/her arrival; 
b. if the participant arrives first in the Camp, the Camp must run the Covid test to the participant the same 
day of his/her arrival before joining the group; 
c. if the participant is hosted first by the Family and then by the Camp, the Covid test must be run TWO times 
(therefore, whoever does Host Family + Camp, will do TWO Covid tests = one at the arrival in the Host Family 
and one at the arrival in the Camp); 
 

4) all participants in the Camp (Director and Staff members) will be Covid tested on the first day of the Camp 
and before joining the group; 
 

5) other Covid test will be run during the camp period only in presence of Covid symptoms; 
 

6) the Camp Director may submit participants to a Covid test in case of need (e.g. symptoms or close 
contacts): those who refuse, will be immediately excluded from the program and returned home at their own 
expense; 
 

7) the cost of the Covid test will be paid by the participant, unless the Host Family or the Camp make different 
voluntary choices; 
 

8) if a participant should extend the stay at the Camp due to a positive Covid test result, the extra costs (room 
and meals) will be paid by the camper; 
 

9) as a warranty, all participants upon arrival at the Camp will have to pay a cash deposit of 150,00 Euros. The 
refund will be made if the participant has always been negative and has not generated extra costs to extend 
his/her stay at the Camp. 
 

All youths have to directly provide to the respective YCEC in charge in their own country with their vaccination 
or recovery proof. 
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